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WelcoMe to the home of
Karoo Taxidermy.....

Graaff-Reinet
South Africa
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Founder and owner of Karoo Taxidermy, Frank 
Gentry explains that it is part of the companyʼs 
mission to deliver only the best work in every 
aspect of modern taxidermy to their customers. 
The voluminous floor space allows for detailed 
and creative skill. A state-of-the-art production 
system ensures streamlined processing from 
intake to delivery whilst the studio conditions is 
always pristine clean.

Situated in a rural area and surrounded by 
challenged communities where the local economy 
is solely reliant on the small stock agricultural 
activities, Frank has in the early years identified 
the  opportunity to maximise on the utilisation 
of natural resources that the area has to off er. In 
turn, without harming the natural ecosystem and 
with the support of our loyal taxidermy clients 
and stakeholders,  this dynamic enterprise has 
grown to provide a stable sustainable source of 
income and work opportunities for more than 80 
employees. 

Each of these craft smen are highly skilled 
and trained in-house inline with the various 
deliverables required within the art of taxidermy, 

ranging from; mould production, skeleton craft , 
tanning to model and clay.

In addition to their renowned taxidermy work, 
Karoo Taxidermy provides turnkey solutions 
off ering in-house crating services and off er export 
and shipping rates at highly competitive rates to 
their customers around the globe.

Karoo Taxidermy leaves no stone unturned in 
the sustainable utilization of their raw materials. 
This mindset has enabled the company to expand 
even further on the product off erings to their 
customers.

African game hides and zebra skins are expertly 
tanned in a large tanning facility on-site off ering 
their clients the opportunity to embrace the 
exquisite luxury of game skin and leather 
within their homes. Their selection of products 
manufactured range from leather and game skin 
furniture to gun bags, rugs and more to enjoy a 
lasting African ambiance in the comfort of their 
own living space.

Borne from a mere 162 square feet and a compliment of only two staff members in 
1998, Karoo Taxidermy has transformed into what is arguably the biggest taxidermy 
in the world, with a studio space measuring up to 80 000 square feet.

About us
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crating and export services at 
highly competitive rates 

quick turn-around time
delivering high quality 
trophies

karoo taxidermy 
Studio

1 3555 4
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provides employment for over 
80 skilled craftsmen

full service taxidermy 
80 000 square feet studio

graaff-reinet, south africa
GPS -33.1113099,24.1352788,8

flow map OF OUR FACILITIES:

1. trophy receiving area
     Trophies are received in the quarantine area, tagged &      
     checked-in.
2. Front office
     Trophies are appointment to dedicated Client Liaisons.
     Input of trophy instructions into custom Taxidermy Logistic  
     Soft ware system.
     Export Permit Managers process relevant export permits &       
     export documentation.
3. skull cleaning and skull preparation  Area 
4. in-House Tannery 
5. Eco-Friendly waste disposal area
6. Taxidermy studio ( Where we create the lasting impressions)
7. Furniture & leather works department
8. Carpentry & crating department 
9. container Loading dock

26666667 8 9
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We offer a complete, personalised taxidermy 
service to custom-made lifestyle products. Our 
large network of customers worldwide enables 
us to facilitate affordable shipping to destinations 
around the globe. 

An advanced taxidermy studio and a pristine 
spacious studio, enables a quick turnaround time, 
combined with quality workmanship.  After two 

decades in the art of taxidermy we have certainly 
gained in-depth knowledge about the industry 
reputed as leaders in the field.

At Karoo Taxidermy we endeavour to go the extra 
mile for our clients. We always aim to create 
a lasting impression, which makes your safari 
experience a talking point for years to come. As a leading South African Taxidermist, we take great pride in 

every aspect of our taxidermy service to our clients.  

full service 
Taxidermist

opposite page: inside karoo taxidermy studio bays 

TANNERY TAXIDERMY EXPORT SERVICESCRATING

The full service in-house tannery offers services 
for tanning hides and skins for trophies, unused 
back skins to manufacture custom furniture, 
leather apparel or inserts on trophy pedestals.

Expert taxidermy service, with the greatest 
attention to detail to create the most life-like 
form of art. Pushing the boundaries on creativity 
with custom-made mounts to suit the needs of 
the client.

In addition to their renowned taxidermy work,  
Karoo Taxidermy provides turnkey solutions                
export services at highly competitive shipping 
rates to their customers around the globe.

At the dedicated crating facility, mounted hunt-
ing trophies are expertly packed into a custom 
made ISPM No.15 wooden crate.

Karoo Taxidermy is an advanced South African 
Taxidermy company that specialises in delivering high 
quality trophies at realistic prices. 
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A BRIEF PRESENTATION OF SOME OF OUR MOUNTING OPTIONS...

SOME INSPIRATION, BECAUSE THE SKY IS THE LIMIT.
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SPECIES
Showcase
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aardwolf Full Mount on custom base

Aardwolf
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baboon full Mounted on custom wall Base

european mount

baboon full Mount on 
custom FLoor base

Baboon
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barbary sheep half mount

barbary sheep  
Full Mount
on custom base

Barbary 
sheep
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pedestal mount
1/8TH turn to the left

wall pedestal
right Turn- Looking 
1/4 turn to the left

European 
mount

BLack
WILDEBEESTWILDEBEEST
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WHITE BLESBUCK

SHOULDER MOUNT

1/8TH TURN TO THE RIGHT

SHOULDER MOUNT

1/8TH TURN TO THE LEFT

SHOULDER MOUNT

1/2 TURN TO THE RIGHT 

WALL PEDESTAL

RIGHT TURN 

LOOKING 1/2 TO THE RIGHT

SHOULDER MOUNT

LOOKING STRaIGHT

SHOULDER MOUNT

1/8TH TURN TO THE RIGHT

EUROPEAN

MOUNT

WHITE BLESBUCK

SHOULDER MOUNT

 TURN TO THE RIGHT

SHOULDER MOUNTSHOULDER MOUNT

1/2 TURN TO THE RIGHT 1/2 TURN TO THE RIGHT 

 TURN TO THE RIGHT TURN TO THE RIGHT

SHOULDER MOUNTSHOULDER MOUNT

1/2 TURN TO THE RIGHT 1/2 TURN TO THE RIGHT 

BLESBUCK
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WALL PEDESTAL

Left TURN 

LOOKING 1/4 TO THE right

BLUE 
WILDEBEEST

European mounted

CArved Skull

Nyasa SHOULDER MOUNT

1/4 TURN TO THE RIGHT 

SHOULDER MOUNT

1/8TH TURN TO THE left
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Bontebok

BONTEBOK FULL MOUNTed on a 
standard floor base, 
standing naturally
looking 80 Degrees to the right
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cape Buffalo
custom pedestal 

FLOOR BASES
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Bleached Skull

CAPE BUFFALO
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pedestal mount
Looking Straight on

octagonal floor pedestal

shoulder  mountS
looking Straight

CAPE BUFFALO
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Cape Buffalo FUll MountED
ON A STANDARD FLOOR BASE

wall pedestal mount
right turn

looking straight
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european Mount

shoulder  mount
looking slightly 1/8 left

Bushbuck Shield
 Mount

Top: right 1/4 turn
bottom: left 1/4 turn

BUSHBUCK
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wall pedestal straight shoulder  mount straight

full mount

Bushpig
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full mount

full mount on a 
custom wall base

caracal
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common reedbuck

Shoulder MOunt
1/4 turn to the left

Shoulder MOunt
1/4 turn to the right



CROCODILE
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Bleached Skull
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european Mount

full Mount ON a Standard base
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Duiker & Steenbuck combo 
Full mountED ON A CUSTOM WALL BASE

duiker & Steenbuck
Combo
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 wall 
pedestal -
right turn
1/8 th turn 

to the right

blue duiker full mount 
standing naturally
on a wall base looking 
35   left

Grey duiker full 
mount ON A custom 
floor Base 
looking 45  left

Red  duiker full mount 
standing natural looking 25   left

ON A custom floor base

shoulder
mount -looking straight
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eland wall pedestal- RIGHT TURN 
looking 1/4 TURN TO THE RIGHT

eland

EUROPEAN mount

eland shoulder
 mount STRAIGHT
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elephant
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foot stools with 
zebra skin cussions

big five painted onto 
framed elephant ear

Lion face painted onto 
framed elephant ear
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FAllow deer 
Shoulder Mount 1/8th 
turn to the right

fallow deer

hog deer
Hog deer  full mount
on a custom floor base
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gemsbuck

wall pedestal - Right Turn 
looking straight

Shoulder Mount 
1/8th turn to the right

european mount

half body  mount
looking 15  right
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pedestal Mount 

skeleton Mount skeleton Mount floor pedestal 

giraffe
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floor standing mount 

full Mount 

Artwork handcarved Giraffe bone

GIraffe Leg Table 
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hippo

Hippo shoulder mount

Hippo full mounted on a standard floor base

Hippo tusks mount
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Brown hyena full mount 
ON A custom floor base

Hyena
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impala

white flanked impala
shoulder mount 
looking1/4 left

Black impala full Mount looking 45  left 
on a standard floor base 

 Black Impala wall pedestal 
 right turn, looking 1/4 right
 & white flanked impala 
wall pedestal, Left turn
looking 1/4 right
on a custom shield floor base
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full Mount looking 15    right 

on a standard floor base 

european mount

wall pedestal - left Turn 
looking 1/8th left

shoulder mount 
Looking 1/4 turn to the left
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full Mount - custom wall hanging base 

black back jackal
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full Mount ON A
custom wall hanging base

klipspringer
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Kudu

shoulder mount
1/8 turn to the left

shoulder mount
straight

pedestal mount
straight
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double pedestal Mount

Kudu (top), Blesbuck (centre) & Impala (bottom)Kudu (top), Blesbuck (centre) & Impala (bottom)
customised SHield customised SHield european mount
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shoulder mount
1/4 turn to the right

wall pedestal -  right turn
Looking Straight

European Mount

full Mount sneak pose 
looking 30   left ON A 
CUSTOM  wall BASE

lechwe
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leopard full Mount with prey
 on a custom wall base

Leopard

full Mount
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Lion catching Nyala full mount

full Mount

lion
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full Mount on standard floor base

full Mount on standard 
 floor base

Lioness killing 
warthog on custom 

floor base
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Mountain Reedbuck

european mount

Shoulder mount -
 looking Straight

wall pedestal - 
 left, looking 1/4 right
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wall pedestal - left turn,
looking straight

Shoulder mount 
looking

1/8th turn right 

Karoo Taxidermy trophy book               51

Shoulder mount 
looking straight

full Mount on custom  floor base

wall pedestal - left turn,
looking straight

Shoulder mount Shoulder mount 

NYALA
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full Mount on a custom 
wall hanging base

Porcupine
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wall pedestal - 
left turn,

looking straight

red hartebeest

Shoulder mount
looking 1/4 turn to the right

Carved skull
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sable/roan custom pedestal
sable pedestalright turn, 
looking  1/2 right.
Roan pedestal, right turn
looking straight
on a custom Octagonal
floor pedestal finished 
with habitat vegetation full Mount 

on a 
standard floor base

roan
wall pedestal
left turn
looking 1/4 left

pedestal mount
 looking1/2 left on 

a square pedestal 
box
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shoulder mount
Looking 1/4  right

on a custom shield mount 
Africa floor base 

finished with 
mixed game skin art

sable

full Mount on a 
standard floor base

shoulder mount
looking 1/2 turn to the left
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scimitar oryx

wall pedestal
right turn looking 1/2 right
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european mounteuropean mount

springbuck

custom Trio 
Diorama on 
floor base

copper springbuck
Wall pedestal -  

right turn looking 
1/4 to the right

springbuck
shoulder mount

looking 1/8th left

springbuck slam 
on four columnar 
wooden pedestal
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steenbuck

custom desktop Pedestal mount
looking 1/2 right

full Mount on  wall base

european mount
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custom full mount on a custom 
floor base



vaal rhebuck
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full mount Lying down, looking 
90  left on a custom wall base
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Full Mount looking straight on 
a standard floor base 

european
  mount 

warthog



waterbuck

shoulder 
mount -
loooking
straight
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custom pedestal
mount - left turn
looking 1/8th left

portrait
 mount

wall pedestal -
right turn

1/4 turn to  the 
right

waterbuck
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custom pedestal
mount - left turn
looking 1/8th left

waterbuck
portrait
 mount

shoulder 
mount -
loooking
straight

 Karoo Taxidermy trophy book   



zebra
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zebrazebra

zebra portrait on an african
 shaped shield with spears

wall pedestal-
right turn
Looking straight

 pedestal Mount  looking 1/4 
right on square pedestal box 
with zebra back skin insert
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vervet monkey
  Vervet Monkey custom Full Mounts
  on a custom habitat  wall base
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Taxidermy
    Process
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flow diagram of youR
H u n t i n g  T r o p h i e s

Karoo Taxidermy Shipping Agent

HUNTING OUTFITTER RESPONSIBILITIES
The Hunt, Field preparation of Trophies, Skinning, Caping, 
Salting, Initial drying, Removing all meat and fat from skins, 
Hunting Permits, PH Register, Hunting Licence, Keep an 
accurate register of all clientsʼ trophy items to be exported.

hunting outfitter

11 1 - 14 Days 22 8 - 10 months 33 3 - 14 Days

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Supply accurate details to Hunting Outfitter in order to apply  
for necessary documentation.

KAROO TAXIDERMY RESPONSIBILITIES
Collect trophies & hunting documentation from outfitter.         
Tag, Dry, Cleaning, Tanning, Bleaching, Taxidermy, Arrange 
Export Permits & Shipping Quotes.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Provide trophy instructions as soon as possible, re-confirm 
client details in order to apply for export documents. Advise 
Karoo Taxidermy immediately of any change in delivery address, 
etc. Make deposit and final payments at the appropriate times.

SHIPPING AGENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Receive crated trophies, South African Custom formalities & 
Cities inspections, contracts shipping / airline to ship to clientsʼ 
closest port of entry.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Respond to shipping agent once contacted. Make Freight 
payment in order to expedite the shipping of the trophies.
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Airline/shipping clearing agent/
customs Broker delivery company

44 Air: 36 Hours
OCEAN: 29-49 DAYS

55 3-21 Days 66 1-5 Days

AIRLINE/SHIPPING RESPONSIBILITIES
Shipping company sends crated trophies by air or sea freight to 
clientsʼ closest port of entry and hands them over to clearing 
agent.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
NONE

CLEARING AGENT/CUSTOMS BROKER 
RESPONSIBILITIES
Receives the crate from airline / shipping line. Take it through 
Customs, USFWS, USDA, CDC, APHIS, etc. Arrange delivery to 
client or client collects at their warehouse.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Provide a Power of Attorney and confirm shipping address to 
Clearing agent / Customs broker ASAP. Settle clearing & Delivery 
fees with Clearing agent / Customs broker.

DELIVERY COMPANY RESPONSIBILITIES

Receives crate from Clearing Agent, delivers to clientʼs address.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Receives crate from Delivery Company.

This hunting trophy flow-diagram indicates the responsibilities of all 
the role-players in the taxidermy process between the client, outfitter, 
taxidermy, shipping agent and delivery.

This easy to use diagram explains the process and the neccesary 
information and trophy requirements  to  ensure smooth processing 
of all neccesary paperwork and execution of trophy expectations.
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s e l e c t i n g  y o u r
T r o p h y  m o u n t
At Karoo Taxidermy we take great pleasure in turning 
your trophy into a lasting impression, custom-made to 
your requirements and instructions.

We offer a large variety of options to choose from to 
creating the perfect mount, and we welcome any 
custom ideas.

When deciding on your trophy directions, herewith a 
few basic options to consider:

• The conventional shoulder mount or wall pedestal 
can be mounted in a variety of directions as explained 
on the pages to follow.

•  The full mount is the ultimate choice on the bucket 
list for any trophy taxidermy order. This unique piece 
of life-form art requires careful planning during the 
instructions phase. Variants to consider include: pose, 
base or no base, rock feature, diorama with multiple 
trophies, any natural vegetation or habitat features. Our 
dedicated team in studio can be contacted should you 
require any assistance or advice in deciding on your full 
mount instruction.

• Choose an attractive floor pedestal box for your 
mount. Our in-house carpentry studio will create a 
master piece made from the finest wood, BLACKWOOD 
– ACACIA MELANOXYL which grows prolifically in 
South Africa. Compliment your mount by adding artistic 
features/inserts from your trophy backskin, or create a 
multifunctional storage cabinet. 

• European Mounts, as the name suggests are very 
popular in Europe. This mounting option is the perfect 
alternative to showcase your expanded trophy 
collection. 

At Karoo Taxidermy, our advanced skull cleaning system 
will ensure that you will receive a high quality European 
mount.

We offer not only the conventional European Mount, 
but also create a variety of European Mount designs, 
custom made to create a conversation piece to fit 
perfectly in your home. European mounts are also 
striking interior decor items and creates the perfect 
focal point in any room.

• An  alternative to your shoulder mount or wall pedestal 
is the portrait mount/art mount option. A very effective 
and striking artistic feature in any living area. The ideal 
option should you wish to display your trophy in a small 
area.

• Showcase trophies on a single pedestal on a Bouquet 
Pedestal mount where you can place your season 
collection combined on one pedestal - truly a beautiful 
trophy mounting option.

• Add a talking point to your trophy room by adding 
creative custom-made three-dimensional diorama, 
or capture that exhiliarting experience ideal for an 
educational exhibition piece. At Karoo Taxidermy, we 
take the greatest of care to replicate the wildlife action 
in the most life-like detail.
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LOOKING 
STRAIGHT 

AHEAD
90O FROM WALL

LOOKING
1/2  RIGHT

LOOKING
1/2  LEFT

LOOKING
1/4  RIGHT

LOOKING
1/4  LEFT

LOOKING
1/8th RIGHT

LOOKING
1/8th LEFT

Figure 1: LOOKING ¼ RIGHT Figure 2: LOOKING ¼ LEFTFigure 2: LOOKING ¼ LEFT

• ¹⁄₈th turn to the right: If you were to stand di-
rectly in front of a shoulder or pedestal mount 
trophy that has an ¹⁄₈ of a turn to the right, its 
head will be turned very slightly (±12° from 
the centerline) to the right from the trophy’s 
perspective. The animal would then be look-
ing very slightly to your left side.

• ¼ turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a shoulder or pedestal 
mount trophy that has an ¼ of a turn to 
the right, its head will be turned slightly 
(±23°from the centerline) to the right from 
the trophy’s perspective. The animal would 
then be looking slightly to your left side.

• ½ turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a shoulder or pedestal 
mount trophy that has an ½ of a turn to 
the right, its head will be turned strongly 
(±45°from the centerline) to the right from 
the trophy’s perspective. The animal would 
then be looking strongly to your left side. A 
½ turn is usually not desirable on many of the 
species.

• ¹⁄₈th turn to the left: If you were to stand di-
rectly in front of a shoulder or pedestal mount 
trophy that has an ¹⁄₈th of a turn to the left, its 
head will be turned very slightly (± 12 ° from 
the centerline) to the left from the trophy’s 
perspective. The animal would then be looking 
very slightly to your right side.

•  ¼ turn to the left: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a shoulder or pedestal mount trophy 
that has an ¼ of a turn to the left, its head will 
be turned slightly (± 23 ° from the centerline) 
to the left from the trophy’s perspective. The 
animal would then be looking slightly to your 
right side.

• ½ turn to the left: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a shoulder or pedestal mount trophy 
that has an ½ of a turn to the left, its head will 
be turned strongly (± 45 ° from the centerline) 
to the left from the trophy’s perspective. The 
animal would then be looking strongly to your 
right side.  A ½ turn is usually not desirable on 
many of the species.

SHOULDER OR PEDESTAL 
MOUNTS WITH AN ¹⁄₈TH, ¼ OR A ½ 
TURN TO THE RIGHT (FIGURE 1)

M o u n t i n g  D i r e c t i o n s
shoulder mounts & pedestal mounts explained

SHOULDER OR PEDESTAL 
MOUNTS WITH AN ¹⁄₈TH, ¼ OR A ½ 
TURN TO THE LEFT (FIGURE 2)

TOP VIEW OF THE WALL/MOUNTING SURFACE
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Far left : Mannekins are prepared according to client’s 

instructions prior to skin application.

Top: Kudu pedestal mannekin looking 1/2 right

Bottom: kudu pedestal head in-line with shoulders looking 

1/8th right 

Centre:  Completed kudu custom pedestal mount on octagonal 

pedestal with vegetation.

Left: Finishing touches modelled and painted onto the trophy 

mount.
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Full pedestal standard base

 finished with  vegetation

• Looking Straight (0°): If you were to stand directly in front 
of a full mount trophy that is looking straight, its head will be 
looking parallel to the body of the mount. The animal would 
then be looking straight at you.

• Turned to the right looking 45°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 45° to the right, 
its head will be turned 45° from the 0° centerline to the right 
from the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be 
looking 45° from the 0° centerline to your left side.

• Turned to the right looking 90°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 90° to the right, 
its head will be turned 90° from the 0° centerline to the right 
from the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be 
looking 90° from the 0° centerline to your left side.

• Turned to the right looking 135°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 135° to the right, 
its head will be turned 135° from the 0° centerline to the 
right from the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be 
looking slightly to its back 135° from the 0° centerline to your 
left side.

• Turned to the right looking 180°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 180° to the right, 
its head will be turned 180° from the 0° centerline to the 
right from the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be 
looking completely over its back 180° from the 0° centerline, 
your left side.

• Turned to the left looking 45°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 45°to the left, its 
head will be turned 45° from the 0° centerline to the left from 
the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be looking 
45° from the 0° centerline to your right side.

• Turned to the left looking 90°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 90°to the left, its 
head will be turned 90° from the 0° centerline to the left from 
the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be looking 
90° from the 0° centerline your right side.

• Turned to the left looking 135°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 135° to the left, 
its head will be turned 135° from the 0° centerline to the 
left from the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be 
looking slightly over its back 135° from the 0° centerline, to 
your right side.

• Turned to the left looking 180°: If you were to stand directly 
in front of a full mount trophy that is turned 180° to the left, 
its head will be turned 180° from the 0° centerline to the 
left from the trophy’s perspective. The animal would then be 
looking completely over its back 180° from the 0° centerline, 
to your right side.

Full body mounts, or full mounts for short, can either have bases that will be able to stand free on the floor 
or on a flat surface, or it can have bases that can be hung on a wall. 
Wall bases are viable for small to medium sized species. 
Please indicate whether you prefer to have your full mount with a floor or wall base when confirming your 
instructions. 

f u l l  m o u n t s  e x p l a i n e d

FULL MOUNTS ARE EXPLAINED IN DEGREES IN ORDER TO ELIMI-
NATE CONFUSION.



steenbuck full mount looking 45  left with left 

front leg up on a custom wall base.
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steenbuck full mount standing naturally on a floor 

base looking 90  right right turn, looking 90 degrees
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*Wall pedestals can either be a right turn or a left turn. 

*There are different directions within the right and left turns.

I n s t r u c t i o n s  f o r  w a l l  p e d e s t a l 
m o u n t s  e x p l a i n e d

WALL PEDESTAL - LEFT TURN

l e f t  t u r n - r i g h t  s h o u l d e r  l e v e l 
a g a i n s t  t h e  w a l l

•  A left turn looking straight put simply 
means that the right shoulder of the animal 
is against the wall and the animal is looking 
straight out from the wall (90º turn). There-
fore, if you were to stand directly in front of 
the animal it would be looking straight at you.

• ¹⁄₈th turn to the right: If you were to stand di-
rectly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that is 
a ¹⁄₈ th turn to the right, the animal would then 
be looking over your left shoulder, its head 
turned very slightly away from the center.
(as if the animal might want to look ahead)

• ¼ turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that 
is a ¼ turn to the right, the animal would then 
be looking over your left shoulder, its head 
turned slightly away from the center, but a 
more pronounced turn (as if the animal might 
want to look ahead).

• ½ turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy 
that is a ½ turn to the right, the animal 
would then be looking over your left 
shoulder, its head turned its head turned 
quite extremely away from the center.
(as if the animal might want to look ahead)

• ¹⁄₈th turn to the left: If you were to stand di-
rectly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that is 
a ¹⁄₈th turn to the left, the animal would then 
be looking over your right shoulder, its head 
turned very slightly away from the center. 
(as if the animal might want to ‘look behind’ 
itself)

• ¼ turn to the left: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy 
that is a ¼ turn to the left, the animal would 
then be looking over your right shoulder, 
its head turned slightly away from the 
center, but a more pronounced turn.
(as if the animal might want to ‘look behind’ 
itself)

• ½ turn to the left: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy 
that is a ½ turn to the left, the animal 
would then be looking over your right 
shoulder, its head turned its head turned 
quite extremely away from the center.
(as if the animal might want to ‘look behind’ 
itself)

LOOKING
1/8th RIGHT

LOOKING
1/8th RIGHT

TOP VIEW OF THE WALL/MOUNTING SURFACE
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sable wall pedestal left turn

looking 1/4 right
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LOOKING
1/8th RIGHT

LOOKING
1/8th RIGHT

Figure 1:  WALL PEDESTAL - 
RIGHT TURN LOOKING ¼ RIGHT

• A right turn looking straight put simply 
means that the left shoulder of the animal 
is against the wall and the animal is looking 
straight out from the wall (90º turn). 
Therefore, if you were to stand directly 
in front of the animal it would be looking 
straight at you.

• ¹⁄₈th turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that 
is a  ¹⁄₈th  turn to the right, the animal would 
then be looking over your left shoulder, its 
head turned very slightly away from the cen-
ter (as if the animal might want to ‘look be-
hind’ itself).

• ¼ turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that 
is a ¼ turn to the right, the animal would then 
be looking over your left shoulder, its head 
turned slightly away from the center, but a 
more pronounced turn (as if the animal might 
want to ‘look behind’ itself).

• ½ turn to the right: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that 
is a ½ turn to the right, the animal would then 
be looking over your left shoulder, its head 
turned quite extremely away from the center 
(as if the animal might want to ‘look behind’ 
itself).

• ¹⁄₈th turn to the left: If you were to stand di-
rectly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that is 
a ¹⁄₈th turn to the left, the animal would then 
be looking over your right shoulder, its head 
turned very slightly away from the center (as 
if the animal might want to look ahead).

• ¼ turn to the left: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that 
is a ¼ turn to the left, the animal would then 
be looking over your right shoulder, its head 
turned slightly away from the center, but a 
more pronounced turn (as if the animal might 
want to look ahead).

• ½ turn to the left: If you were to stand 
directly in front of a wall pedestal trophy that 
is a ½ turn to the left, the animal would then 
be looking over your right shoulder, its head 
turned its head turned quite extremely away 
from the center (as if the animal might want 
to look ahead).

*Wall pedestals can either be a right turn or a left turn. 

*There are different directions within the right and left turns.

I n s t r u c t i o n s  f o r  w a l l  p e d e s t a l 
m o u n t s  e x p l a i n e d

WALL PEDESTAL - RIGHT TURN

r i g h t  t u r n - l e f t  s h o u l d e r  l e v e l 
a g a i n s t  t h e  w a l l

TOP VIEW OF THE WALL/MOUNTING SURFACE
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lechwe wall pedestal right turn,

looking straight 
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Images inserted:
P1. Octagonal Pedestal base
with door and vegetation top. 
P2. Black wildebeest rectangular tapered 
pedestal with Africa shaped centre with zebra 
backskin insert.
P3. Sable pedestal mount on a standard squared 
tapered pedestal.
P4. Standard square pedestal with storage 
compartment.
P5. Zebra Pedestal mount -
Standard square pedestal with zebra back skin 
insert.

Opposite page:
P6. Giraffe Pedestal Mount on a custom size 
octagonal pedestal base finished with habitat 
vegetation.
P2. Our in-house carpentry department manu-
facturing the tapered pedestal as per the image 
P2 on this page (page 78).
P8. Only the best quality hardwood are selected 
for producing pedestals and European Mount 
shields, made from beautiful Blackwood to com-
pliment the value of your prized trophy.

f l o o r  p e d e s t a l s  &  b a s e s

Our in-house carpentry studio manufactures each 
pedestal custom as per the clients instruction.

Pedestal boxes are available in octoganal, square & 
pyramid shapes with the option to add a door with 
storage space and, or add backskins into the panels 
of the pedestals as an added feature to your trophy 
mount.

Habitat vegetation or rockery can also be applied to 
the top of the pedestal box.

Pedestals can be completely customised to  maxi-
mise on use of space. Feature smaller mounts, 
european mounts or bleached skulls in the centre 
cavity of the pedestal base, or use the  backskin 
for artistic applications, for example the shape of       
Africa covered with our trophy backskin.

P3.P2.P1. P4. P5.
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P6. P8.P2.



P e d e s t a l  B o u q u e t s

For a full 360 degree view of your trophies, select a Pedestal Bouquet to showcase your hunting sea-
son’s trophy collection. We carefully pre-plan each bouquet by arranging the mannekins according to 
your pedestal mounting instructions to ensure perfect visibility of each trophy as it will appear on the 
final presentation of the trophy mount. 
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For a full 360 degree view of your trophies, select a Pedestal Bouquet to showcase your hunting sea-
son’s trophy collection. We carefully pre-plan each bouquet by arranging the mannekins according to 
your pedestal mounting instructions to ensure perfect visibility of each trophy as it will appear on the 

Left: Mannekins for the Golden Gemsbuck & Golden 

Wildebeest Pedestal Bouquet are arranged and 

tested for spacing and visibility according to the 

mounting instructions provided by the client.

Right: Golden Gemsbuck & Golden Wildebeest pedestal 

Bouquet mount on a square pedestal finished with 

habitat vegetation.

Opposite page:

Right: The completed Bouquet pedestal comprising of 

Gemsbuck, impala, bushbuck, blue wilde beest,

Springbuck and Blesbuck pedestal mounts.

The pedestal base is finished with a beautiful 

arrangement of habitat vegetation.

Left: Mannekins arranged and prepared before the 

next phase of the taxidermy process.

Background image: one of Our artists adding the 

finishing touches to the impala on the pedestal 

bouquet.
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w a l l  p o r t r a i t s
Portrait mounts offers a complete different dimension to the 
traditional shoulder mount or wall pedestal. A very effective and 
striking artistic feature in any living space. The ideal option should 
you wish to display your trophy in a small area.

Please advise your PH or Outfitter prior to skinning your trophy 
should you wish to order a portrait mount for your trophy.
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2.1.

Images inserted:
1. Zebra Portrait Shield Mount

2. Golden Gemsbuck Wall Portrait 



1. 2. 3.

4.

6.

7.

8. 9.
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6.5.

Images inserted:
1. Golden Wildebeest Wall Portrait
2. King Wildebeest Wall Portrait
3. Blue Wildebeest Wall Portrait
4. Black Impala Wall Portrait
5. Impala Wall Portrait
6. Common Springbuck Wall Portrait
7. Framed Common Springbuck
    Wall Portrait
8. Framed Copper Springbuck
     Wall Portrait
9. Framed Zebra Wall Portrait



1.
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As an intergral part of the taxidermy process, we put great emphasis 
on the tanning process.

Your trophy flat skin can be ordered with a plain, with leather trim and/ 
or non-slip backing or felt application. 

*We do not recommend felt applications and suggest the leather trim 
as a longer lasting alternative.
2.

f l a t  s k i n s



2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7.
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Images inserted:
Page 86 (opposite page)
1. Zebra flat skin finished with 
     black leather trim
This page:
2. Blue Wildebeest flat skin
3. Kudu flat skin
4. Red Hartebeest flat skin
5. Blesbuck flat sking
6. Impala flat skin
7. Springbuck flat skin
    



F u r n i t u r e ,  D e c o r  a n d 
a p p a r e l
Custom furniture, bags, wallets, leather apparel interior decor and 
curios are all made in-house.

We encourage our clients to maximise on the utilisation of their 
trophies by turning the back skin into an item which is a memory as 
well as a functional product.

Lighting features manufactured from horns, wallets and bags from 
off-cuts, the sky is the limit.

We manufacture each item with high quality hardware and care for 
a long lasting quality product.
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CRATING & EXPORT

· All crates are optimized and custom made to save our  
  clients on shipping costs.
· Crates are constructed of 10 -12 mm plywood with IPPC    
  approved internal timber reinforcement.
· All trophies are insured at all times. 
  (Terms and Conditions do apply).
· The larger game trophies like Gemsbuck, Kudu, Eland, etc.     
  will have their horns detached to allow for a smaller crate.   
  However, horns are easily re-attached without any hassle.
· The local State Veterinarian will do the final health and  
  veterinary inspections, and thereafter seal the crate and  
  sign the export documentation. 
  This practice simplifies the export and import of hunting     
  trophies.

H A S S L E  F R E E  D E L I V E R Y  O F  Y O U R  T R O P H I E S
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CUSTOMS BROKERING
If you do not have one at your port of entry KAROO TAXI-
DERMY will be happy to appoint a reputable Customs Bro-
ker on your behalf. The Customs Broker will contact you 
before he commences the clearing of your trophies in order 
to obtain a Power of Attorney. Clearing fees are payable to 
the Customs broker. You may collect your trophies from the 
Broker’s warehouse or arrange with them to have your tro-
phies delivered to your home.

SHIPPING
We utilize experienced shipping agents who are able to 
handle both air and sea freight shipments. Although 
consignments have traditionally been delivered by air, our 
shipping agents have also been able to arrange delivery by 
ocean freight at considerably lower costs. Please contact us 
if you would like to discuss your personal trophy require-
ments.



                              
      CLIENT INFORMATION SHEET

(Please leave this form with your Outfi tter or PH or 
email to: info@karootaxidermy.com)

CLIENT FULL NAMES:
(This complete name should appear on the PH register. As stated on your passport-no initials)

OUTFITTER & PH:
PROCESS:  (Please click relevant tick box)
TAXIDERMY     DIP & PACK (RAW PREP)

PERMANENT RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS:  
(This address should appear on the PH register)

SHIPPING ADDRESS:
CONSIGNEE:

STREET: STREET:

CITY: CITY:

ZIP CODE: ZIP CODE:

HOME TEL: HOME TEL:

HOME FAX HOME FAX

CELL/MOBILE CELL/MOBILE

E-MAIL E-MAIL

PREFERRED SHIPPING AGENT: LOCAL TAXIDERMY NAME: 

ADDRESS:
(only if Dip & Pack)

CUSTOMS CLEARING AGENT / BROKER:

TROPHY CONSOLIDATION: (Please click relevant tick box)

Consolidation 1                  

Consolidation 2                                                                                                                                

Consolidation 3

NAMES OF CLIENTS TO BE CONSOLIDATED:

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID TO OUTFITTER AS DEPOSIT/ PAYMENT:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

More than 1 client, shipped in 1 crate, with 1 export permit. (Not Legal in the USA and 
other selected destinations. HAS MAJOR VAT IMPLICATIONS FOR OUTFITTER)

More than 1 client, with more than 1 crate and more than 1 export permit.                                                                                                                                          
ALL CRATES TO SHIP AT THE SAME TIME TO THE SAME PORT OF ENTRY.

More than 1 client, shipped in 1 crate, with more than 1 export permit.                                                                
(Only legal to some ports in the USA)

EFT/WIRE TRANSFER CASHPREFERRED METHOD OF PAYMENT 
(No Personal or Travellers Cheques): 

GO TO PAGE 2

KAROO TAXIDERMY CLIENT LIAISON:
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DOCUMENTATION
On completion of the hunt, the professional hunter, outfitter and the client will 
complete and sign a hunting register detailing all species hunted. This register is 
sent to the provincial Department of Environmental Affairs for the issuing of all 
export permits. CITES I trophies, Bontebok and Lion to the USA, will require that 
you apply for a CITES import permit in your country. Once obtained, you retain the 
original document and send a copy of it to KAROO TAXIDERMY.

It is advisable that you obtain the correct applications and advice on regulations 
pertaining to CITES import permits, from local Fish and Wildlife or conservation au-
thorities who will issue the necessary CITES import permits. 
This will ensure the smooth delivery of your trophies to their final destination. We 
can provide you with guidance on all these issues.
With conservation, health and veterinary export documentation all in order, your 
shipment will be forwarded to a 
shipping agent, who will arrange for the SA customs clearance. Once cleared, your 
trophies will be shipped to your 
Customs Broker at the closest port of entry.

Karoo Taxidermy will send the client a form as per the image to the left. It is very 
important that this form is completed in full to ensure that all documentation are 
correct from initiation of the trophy order.



15 Van der Bijl Street, Graaff-Reinet, 6280, SOUTH- AFRICA
Tel. No.: +27 49 892 6151

    +27 49 892 3814
E-mail: info@karootaxidermy.com

www.karootaxidermy.com




